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5 1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we give some intermediatery results obtained while attempting 
to prove some conjectures, made by D. Kazhdan and G. Lusztig ([4-g 1.41); 
these results seem to be interesting in their own right as well. 
The conjectures mentioned above relate the formal character of an irre- 
ducible highest weight representation of a complex semisimple Lie algebra with 
values of certain polynomials (in one variable) with integral coefficients. The 
point of view taken by this author in tackling this problem is that certain sub- 
modules of Verma modules which were introduced by J. Jantzen ([3-s 5.21) 
should be used as they are intimately related with these formal characters as is 
evident from his results. 
Let @ be a complex semisimple Lie algebra. Let $I c 8 be respectively a 
Cartan subalgebra and a Bore1 subalgebra. Let W be the Weyl group and Q be 
the half-sum of roots of (23, Q). For A E @*, let M(A) be the Verma module 
“with respect of 23” of highest weight A. Let L(A) be its unique irreducible 
quotient, Jantzen (lot. cit.) has introduced certain submodules {M(A)‘~,~O of 
M(A) such that M(A) = M(;E)O z M(A)’ > . . . and M(A)/M(A)’ =&I). We prove 
that these submodules are “independent” in certain sense of the parametre il as 
long as we move in the “same chamber”. More precisely, we have: 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let &,, flu0 be dominant, integral elements of @ *. Let F be the 
finite dimensional irreducible %nodule with highest weight p+ For x E W put 
AX =x(& + Q) - Q and lu, = x&J. Then there exists a @-module isomorphism 
(For a @-module N and a central character x, NX = {n EN I(2 - x(z))‘n = 0 for 
some r L 0 Vz E centre of enveloping algebra of Cd}. 
Using the notation of G. Zuckerman ([6]), the above theorem can be restated 
as: 
It is not difficult to prove (eg [3-s 2.41) that 
P~+,owy>> = wy +&J> v’u E w* 
Combining this fact with the conclusion of the above theorem, we see that the 
integer mtpyi(x, y) = multiplicity of L&J in Jordan-Hijlder series of A4(AX)r 
(XS~ E W, I being the Bruhat ordering on W) depends only on the pair (x, y) 
and we denote it simply by mtp(‘)(x,y). 
We now restate the character identity of Jantzen ([3-o 5.31) which, as 
mentioned earlier, has been the motivation behind this approach: 
(1.2) C WWw) = C mtp(*)(xt,y). 
r>l YSXI 5) 
f a reflection 
The Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures now state that 
(1.3) m@+*)(w) =PxJU I 
where PX,Y ‘s are certain polynomials in one variable defined with the help of the 
Hecke algebra of W. 
One is now led to search for polynomials P$$ which are related to PX,Y in a 
natural way and which are “consistent” with the identity (1.2), We indeed have 
the following: 
THEOREM 1.4. There exists a unique set {P~$}I~o of polynomials such that 
(i) PX,,y = P$2 P$r . . . 
(a polynomial f = CirO aiq’Lg= C jr0 biq’ if air bi5) 
(ii) deg P~:s 09 - 4x) - r 
2 1 1 being the length function of W. 
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(By convention, f= 0 if deg f<O) 
(iii) c P(l)= c Py,(l) x,Y , - rrl xcxlly 
I a reflection 
It is now only logical to formulate: 
CONJECTURE 1.5. mzp(x,y) =Pg;(l) VrzO, VXSY E w. 
REMARK 1.6. A natural direction to proceed from this point is to get some 
more information about these polynomials “Pg$“. The identity (1.2) provides 
the natural induction step. The initial investigation in this direction looks to be 
quite promising. 
This paper is arranged as follows: In $ 2, we establish some properties of 
polynomials PX,Y and the accompanying polynomials RX,Y ([4-s 21). Q 3 is 
devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.4 which uses results of $ 2. In $ 4 we 
investigate the structure of some modules with “d=[[t]]-coefficients”. This is an 
extension of ideas of Jantzen who uses modules with “C[t]-coefficients” to 
define the filtration {M(A)‘},,0 mentioned earlier. We will also compare the 
two set-ups. In Q 5 we give a proof of Theorem 1.1 specializing results of Q 4. 
Even though the conclusion of this theorem has been the starting point for this 
paper, its proof, apart from being technically involved, is of a different flavour 
than the discussion in 0 2 and 3. That is the reason why this starting point has 
been arranged at the end. 
Thanks are due to J.C. Jantzen for pointing out a simplification in the 
original proof at Theorem 1 e 1, 
Notes added in proof: 
(i) Results similar to ours have been obtained by 0. Gabber and A. Joseph, 
e.g. Proposition 3.2 (see 0 3) has been proved by them and also, independently, 
by G. Lusztig. 
(ii) The original conjectures of Kazhdan-Lusztig (Conjecture (1,3) above) 
have now been proved to be true by Brylinski and Kashiwara and also by 
Belinson and Bernstein. The generalized conjecture (1.5) (which has been 
formulated by Gabber and Joseph as well) still remains open. 
$2. A LEMMA ONTHE"SHAPE"OFR,, 
We recall the definition of the polynomial RX,, ([4-5 21): Let 2 be the free 
Z[q]-module with {T,,, 1 w E W) as a basis. Define a multiplication in 2 by: For 
s E S (the set of simple reflections) and w E W, 
T,* T, = 
i 
T,, if I(.sw) 2 I(w) 
(q - l)T, + q s T,, if I(sw) I /(w). 
Let 3/a= ~@&![q*, q-31. Then the above multiplication extends to Xin which 
Ty becomes invertible. We write 
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It can be proved ([4.-g 21) that R,, satisfies the following (inductive) relatiom 
Let s E S such that sy sy. Then 
0) Rx,Y = R,, if sx%x 
(ii) R x,y = (4 - WG,, + q&,xy if sxzx. 
(By convention, R, 1 - 0 if a$ r). Let T be the set of all reflections i.e 
T=UwEw wSw-I. 
We now prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1, For x5 y E W, R,,(q) is divisible by (q - 1). In fact, it i’: 
divisible by (q - 1)2 us well unless x- ‘y E T in which case (q - 1)2 divides 
[ Rx,,(q) - (4 - m 
4&Y) - 1 ’ 2 I 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on f(y). Since x2 y, necessarily i(y) I 1, 
Choose s E S such that sy I y. 
Case (i) sx 5 x. 
Recall the Z-property of Bruhat ordering ([2-Thm. 1.11) which states that in 
this case sxc=sy as well. Also, Rx,,= R,, in this case. Thus by induction 
hypothesis, (q - 1) divides R,, and so (q - 1) divides R,,. Further, x- ‘y E Tiff 
(sx)- rsy E T and I(x, y) = I(sx,sy). It is now clear that the conclusion of the 
lemma holds in this case. 
Case (ii) sx2x. 
_ In this case the Z-property gives sx ry and xrsy. Also, 
Rx,,(q) = (4 - W,,(q) + qJL,syW. 
WSX, SJJ = 0 if sx3Zsy). 
First note that in case x=sy, the conclusion of the lemma holds as R,,(q) = 
= (q - 1) in this case. 
So assume xfsy. Hence induction hypothesis and the above relation show 
that (q- 1) divides R,,(q). If x-rye T then necessarily (XX)- ‘(sy) $ T and so 
irrespective af whether sxlsy or sxssy, (q- 1)2 divides R,,(q). If x-‘y E Tand 
xf sy then necessarily sx$ sy and (sx)- lsy E T. Thus by induction hypothesis, 
R,,(q) = (4 - 1 )q 
l(sx, sy) - 1 
2 -k (q - 1)2f(q) for some polynomial J 
Note also that I(sx,sy) = 1(x, y) - 2 in this case. Thus we get, 
Rx,,(q) = (4 - 1 )R, sJq) + q - Rsx,s,id 
=(a- l)R,,(q)+q4q- l)2.fW+(q- U-q fyx9y2)-3.4 
=[(q- l)Rx,,W+q~(q- U25(q)1+(q-Oq “yi- ‘. 
As x$sy, (q- 1) divides R,,(q) and so it is clear that (q- I)2 divides 
R*,,(qHq-1)-q 
K%Y) - 1 
2 - 
The proof of the lemma is now complete. 
REMARK 2.2. The above lemma is a special case of the following general 
fact about J&‘s: 
where bj’s are positive integers and the integer m is completely determined by 
the “segment” between x and y. The proof of this general fact is quite subtle 
and will be given elsewhere. For our purposes here, Lemma 2.1 is quite suffi- 
cient. It looks that this integer M will play an important role in understanding 
the combinatorics of the Bruhat ordering. 
9 3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 
Recall ([5-g 2.1 S]) that the polynomials Px,Y ‘s are inductively defined by the 
equation: 
(3.1) c ~x,,(q)*~,,,(q) =q~~xy)~x,ywl) -&,y(q) 
x<zsy 
and the condition 
Let P&q) = a0 + a,q + . . . + a,qP, ai E Z. It is known that a0 = 1 ([4-Lemma 2.61) 
and that ai10 Vi ([%Corollary 4.81). We now prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
PROOF. Split the left-hand-side terms of (3.1) as: 
c &,xt(q) -&,,(q) + c ox,, - e,,(q). W<XlS,P Y<ZSY 
IeT x- ‘Zb T 
Now by Lemma 2.1, (q - 1)2 divides each term in the second summation above. 
Also, 
( &dd - (4 - 1) * 4 
I(x,xt) - 1 2 
> 
is divisible by (q - 1)2 Vx<xtsy. 
Thus, the left-hand-side of (3.1) is equal to 
for some polynomial g. Dividing the above by (q - 1) and then putting q = 1, we 
get Precisely Cxcxf5y pxf,,W. 
Put P&q) = a0 + alq + . . . + apqp on the right-hand-side of (3.1), divide by 
(q- 1) and th enputq=l toget C 05i5p aj(l(x,y) - 2j). The proposition now 
follows. 
3.3. We now come to the proof of Theorem 1.4. Recall the statement: 
THEOREM. There exists a unique set {P$L)reO of polynomials such that 
(9 Px,Y=PgrP~~;~... 
(ii) vrro 
(iii) 
PROOF. Define P$L = a0 + alq + . . . + aiq’ where 
It is clear that the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied& Next observe that 
PcrJ = 0 if r > f(x 
4Y , y)( = I(y) - l(x)) 
@~~y)-2)(q) = P$$y’-3)(q) = a0 + alq (if p 11) 
and so on. It is then easy to see that 
Using Proposition 3.2 it is clear that the condition (iii) is also satisfied. Next we 
prove the uniqueness of {Pt\}lzo . Let {Q$}r,o be any set of polynomials 
satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Let Q:;(q) = Cizo by)qj. By (ii), 
&Lo forj> kwFr 
/ [ 1 2 ’ 
(Note that this implies Q$ = 0 for r>i(x,y)). Thus 
C b!” 
j20 
J 
rzl 
becomes a finite sum and in fact is equal to 
c (b”’ + p + 
i 
+ g4w - 3)) 
jr0 i “* j 
as 
0 = bMw-2j+ 1) = #W-2j+2) = 
j j . . . . 
Also , by (i) a. I b(r) I b?+ ‘I b”r> 1 J J J Vj Thus -, * 
c f&d = c (b(l)+ 
J J 
. . . + @w+V) 
;ro JSO J 
s C aj(&Y) -2j) - (*I. 
Jd 
rrl 
On the other hand, by (iii) and Proposition 3.2, 
1 b!“= C Q”)(l) = C Q$$(l) 
jz0 
J X,Y 
rz I xsxtly 
rrl IE T 
= C PxtJl)= C aj(O,Y) - 3). 
XlHlY Osjsp 
t.z T 
(Note Q$ = PX,,). 
Thus equality must hold in “each term” in (*). Hence 
a. = by = b(2) = 
J J j 
= b!‘(-+2j) (b;+))* 
--- J 
It is now easy to see that Qt$ =P$$ Vrr 1. Already Q$yL =Px,r= Pi!;. This 
shows the uniqueness and so completes the proof of the Theorem. 
REMARK 3.4. If X<y, &Y = Pi!; = Pi!: aS 
deg Px,y 5 
4x9 Y) - 1 [ 1 2 
in that case. For x =y, PL!i = I and PC’) = 0 Vr ~1. x.Y 
!j 4. MODULES WITH “C[[t]]-COEFFICIENTS” 
Let A = C[[t]] be the ring of formal power series in one variable over C. Let 
@A =A @&. Then @A becomes an A-Lie algebra under the bracket operation 
[p@u,p’@uq=pp’@[u,ul Vp,pkA,u,u’r@. 
By modules with “C[[t]]-coefficients” we mean modules for the Lie-algebra 
aA. An example of such a module is M(I,) which is a “@A-Verma-module” 
associated to a A-r E Horn&!&A). (We will come to the definitions of il, and 
M(I,) later on.) We are interested in these modules and their tensor products 
(over C) with finite dimensional @-modules. The discussion is very similar to 
([3-g 51) where modules with “C[t]-coefficients” are considered. However, the 
ring A has “many” invertible elements and this, as we will see, allows us a lot of 
space to manoeuver. (In fact, A “almost behaves” like a field). 
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In this section, we will develop some general theory and apply it in the next 
section to a special case to prove Theorem 1.1. Part of the discussion in this 
section is quite “routine” to such set-ups (cf. (11, [3]); nevertheless we give it 
here for the sake of completeness. 
We first enlarge the notation used earlier and also collect together some of 
the standard facts about complex semisimple Lie-algebra which will be needed 
later on. 
Let @ (respectively @+) be the root system of (a, 4) (respectively (59, Q)). 
Then @+ is a positive root system for @. Denote by d the set of simple roots in 
@+ . Let n+ (respectively n-) be the nilpotent Lie algebra corresponding to @+ 
(respectively - @+). For any subalgebra c of (8 let c/(c) denote the Universal 
enveloping algebra of c and identify U(C)GU(@). 
Enumerate @+ = (y,, . . . . yk}. Choose a Chevalley basis 
{x,;h liskWYy;ll ~i5kw&J,lLl of 8 
(Xy;4, Yy;EWYi Vi). 
Let n be the set of all maps from the set { 1 , . . . , k} into the set of non-negative 
integers, For II E J7, let ylr E u(n-) be defined by yn = y;,“’ .*. y;:‘. Define 
14 = Cllilk WYi. 
Let Z(B) be the centre of U(a). Then it is known that 
Z(B) = C[z, , . . . , z,] (zj E Z(a), .! = rank (8,). 
Let p: I/(@)-+U(@) be the projection given by the decomposition 
ww= w-K9c~(8)0c~(n+). 
For 13. E@*, let x1 E Z(6) (= Homc-_,I,(Z(@), C)) be given by: x~(z) = A@(z)) 
vz~ Z(G.3) (we note that xn is the central character of the Verma module M(A)). 
One also has: every x E Z(6) is of the form xA for some il E @*; moreover, 
xd =x, iff !T~E W such that A + Q = 7(,u + Q). 
Using the Chevalley basis, we define an involutive antiautomorphism o of @ 
given by J$ =yYj vi and ha = h I+ E @. 
It can be checked that fl(@) =,0(u) bzI E U(@,). Thus for z E Z(B), x E Z(6), 
I =x(z). (In fact, it is even true that z = z” vz E Z(@); the proof uses the fact 
z(c+,)=c[z~, l ..,z,].) 
In the course of discussion, we use the following lemmas from commutative 
algebra repeatedly: 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. We then have 
LEMMA 4.1. If a, b, c E R are three elements such that the sets (a, c} and 
(b, c) both generate R as an ideal then so does the set (ab, c). 
LEMMA 4.2. If {aj}lSiSr E R are such that any two (distinct) of them 
generate R as an ideal then so does the set 
1 ala2 . . . a,- I,ala2 . . . a,-2a,, . . . . a2 . . . a,}. 
The proofs of these lemmas are quite straightforward. 
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For A E !$*, let &E Hom&@,A) be given by A,(h) = A(h) + r.@(h) vh E @. Let 
M(&) be the BA-Verma module with “highest weight” &. More precisely, 
elements of A&&) are of the form C ,MI GY,J%,@~ ~4; @ acts on ql by 4, 
n+ acts trivially and n- by left-multiplication. In fact {ylImll 1 Nan) is an 
A-basis of M(Iz,). 
Let F be a finite dimensional irreducible B-module. Then V= A4(1,) BcF is a 
@-module under the “usual” action and an A-module by multiplication by 
elements of A in the “M(&)-part”. These actions commute and so I/ gets the 
structure of BA-module. 
The structure of V has three different features built in it. One arises from a 
filtration of F, another from the action of Z(a) on it and a third one coming 
from a “contravariant” form. We will examine these features and their inter- 
relations. We start with the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. v has a filtration v= V, z V, _ 1 1 . . . 1 V0 ~(0) by aA- 
submodules such that Vi 1 I’- 1 =M((jl +P;)~) Vi where pis are the weight of F 
counted with multiplicity. 
PROOF. Choose a basis (J;.}OSjSn of F such that 
(i) fj is a weight vector of weight pj 
(ii) pj-flk= CaEd c,.a with c,>O (and at least one c,#O)*j<k. 
Let k$ be the @A~submodule of r/generated by { rnAl@&, mlrOfi, . . . , m,,@J} e 
Then we have I/= V, 2 V,-, 2 . . . > V0 1 (0). Clearly Vi/Vi- I is generated by 
the image rn,$h of md, @A E Vi. Also, for (r E A, x,. mA, Of;: = m,@x, *J = 0 as 
X,-A is of weight pi+ a and SO X,-A= Cj<; Cjfj, CUE c. We now show that 
Assume a!‘#0 for some 71 EZ~. We have, 
nEn (‘I c 
a; *u,(t?l~,@J) = tJ- 1 E Vj- 1. 
Observe that ui-, can be written as 
(This follows from an easy induction on i). Thus 
and at least one at’ # 0. Choose j0 least such that a$’ # 0 for some 7~ E 17. (This 
exists as a$ # 0 for some n E n). Now expand the above equation and rewrite it 
in the form c k mk@fk = 0, mk EM(&). Observe that because of the minimality 
ofjo a(-@ , 110.ynoml, “occurs” in mjo and hence mjo #O. (Recall that {ynml, 1 IL EH} 
is an A-basis of A,#(&)). This gives a contradiction and so proves that a$ = 0 Vn. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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Next we show that it is possible to decompose V into submodules para- 
metrized by Z(6). We note that it is here that the abundance of invertible 
elements in A is used.. 
We will first give some definitions and results for any BA-module E. 
Let cp :A -+C be the map p( C i20 I$) = co. For any z E Z(B) and c E C, define 
E,(z)= {eEqz% . . . . pkqrl(c) such that (Z-J+) . . . (z-pk)-e=O}. 
Define 
P(z)={eEEphy,,..., qkEA such that (z-q,) . . . (z-qk)e=O}. 
(Note that here we do not demand cp(q;)‘s to be equal to each other). 
Clearly E,(z), CE C and I?(z) are @A-submodules of E. We then have: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. p(Z) = @,, c E,(Z). 
PROOF. We will first show that the sum is direct, Let cl, ,.,, C,E C be all 
distinct and let e, E EJz) be such that el + .*. + e, = 0. For each s, choose 
{~s,j)~~j~ks~~-‘(Cs) such that (Z-J&J) . . . (z-~~,k~)e,=O. Consider R=A[@], 
the polynomial ring in indeterminate 0 over A. We note that for p, q E A with 
p@)# p(q), (8-p, 0-q) generate R as an ideal. (The point is that p-q is 
invertible in A.) Hence applying Lemma 4.1 repeatedly, we see that for I#s 
{ ,,J, (e-P,.)9 n (~-P&j)) 
I Isjsk, 
generate R as an ideal. Therefore by Lemma 4.2 3{g,(e)), Is5r~ R such that 
Replacing 8 by z and operating on el , we get 
el =gdz)- II ( II (z-Pf,Jh 
122 lsnsk, 
Also, applying 
&(a* n ( rl (z-P1.n)) 
Ir2 Isnsk, 
to el + . . . e, = 0 we get, 
O=gW II ( II (z-Pf,J)ei=el. 
trz 1sndc, 
Similarly we show e2 = q = . . . = e, = 0. This shows that the sum is direct. 
Next we show that 1 CE c E,(z) =I?@). Observe first that by every definition 
E,(z) c I?-‘(z) Vc E Cc. Thus we are left to show I?(z) c C CE c E,(z). Let e E p(z). 
Then LIql, . . . . qkEA such that (z-ql) . . . (z - qk)e = 0. Group together qi’s 
which have the same image under VI. After relabelling, we are in the situation: 
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there exist cl, . . . , C,E C all distinct from each other and for each c, there exists a 
set {Ps,j}l sj<k, such that 
n ’ ,ls~r Is!k (z-p.Q)*e=O* s 
We again use Lemmas 4.1 and 4,2 to get polynomials {g,(8)} 1 5S5T E R such that 
Thus 
Put 
As 
it is clear that e, E I$-(z). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
We next have: 
LEMMA 4.5. For Z,Z’E Z(B), 
(0 &(dz) = E,(z) Vc, d E C, d f 0. 
(ii) E,(z)nE,~(zp rE,+,~(z+z~nE,,4zz~ vc, C’EC. 
(iii) ~w-=Q(z~ = a,CIEc E,(z~-~~(z~. 
(iv) Ed nEO(z? c EO(Z + ~9 nEO(zz7. 
PROOF. (i) is clear from definition. 
(ii) Let c, C’E C. We will first show E,(z) fI&(z’) c I&.+&). Let eEE’,(z)n 
n&(z’). Then ~~~~~~~~~~~ V’(C) and {@ll <j<sE cp-‘(c’) such that 
(z-p’) . . . (z-p,)e=O=(z’-pi) . . . (z’-pL)e. 
Consider 
rIrW-PpiP~)= IsiI,f(zyz-Pi)+Pi(z’-PJ)). < 
1 SJIS I sjss 
Fix i and consider 
,~~~S(Z’(Z--Pi)+Pi(Z’-P~)). 
On expanding out, we see that this product is equal to 
(Z-Pi)‘gi(Z9Z?+P~’ ,=lJ,tZ’-Pj) 
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for some gi(S, 0’) A [O, S”j. Hence 
Thus e~E,,~(zz? by definition. (Note pip; E (p- ‘(cc’)). The proof of 
E,(z) nwz7 c E,+,~z + ~3 
is similar. This proves (ii). 
For (iii), note that E,(z) is a C$A-submodule of E. Hence by Proposition 4.4 
and (ii) above, 
EO(Z) nE”(z3 = 0 E,(Z) nEO(z7 
CEC 
(iv) follows from (ii) and (iii). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
COROLLARY 4.6. For x f Z(&), define 
Then 
PROOF. From lemma 4.5, it is clear that 
19 = n E”(zi) and Ex = n Ex(zi)(Zi). 
I lill Isill 
(Recall that (z,, +. . , z,} is a polynomial basis of Z(a)). 
Since we are now involved with finitely many intersections, the corollary 
follows by repeated application of (iii) of Lemma 4.5. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let v : El -+E2 be a BA-module homomorphism of aA- 
modules El and E2. Then 
(0 rl((El)J r @& vx e aa 
(ii) q(E:) it E:. 
Proof is immediate. 
We now apply these general results to the special case of V and its sub- 
modules Vi as defined in Proposition 4.3. We first prove: 
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PROPOSITION 4.8, For Olisn, VP= Vi. 
PROOF. Clearly it suffices to prove that for any ZE Z(a), (c)O(z) = Vi. 
Let u E Vi. Then the image D of u in Vi 1 I$_ t is of the form 
fi = c %Vn(mn,Oh)(Q, CA). neR 
As z- q,ofi = (13 + ~ih(P(z)) .rn@J, it is clear that z. U= (A +pJ(/I(z))ij ie. 
(z - (A+ /%MPm * ” E vi- 1. We note that P(U + clMP(z)N = (A + PWW = 
=xA+~~(z). (We will use this later on.) 
Coming back to the proof, an induction on i shows that 
jIlj (Z - tA + PjLj)t(P(Z))) ' fJ = O* 
This shows that o E ( Vi)O(z). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Vi= @,,,7(($j)(T/i)x VOli5n. 
Proof is immediate using Corollary 4.6 and Proposition 4.8. We note here 
that (Vi)* = ViIl V,, 0 5 is II, x E Z(6). We now have two sets of submodules of 
vviz. i vi)o<i<n and { VxlxE~(~p In Corollary 4.9, we fixed Vi of one set and 
saw the effect of the other set on it. We now do the opposite. So fix a VX. We 
then have: 
PROPOSITION 4.10. 
(0 V,fl Vi= VxfT Vipl if ;C#Xi+fii 
(ii) vxnvi/v,nvj-,= Vj/Vj-l(-M((A+fij)J if x=x~+~~. 
PROOF. Consider V’n V/V,tl Vi-, + V,/I$-, * First of all, 
Vj/Vi_, =(vj/v,-,)O=(T/,/vj-I)X1+~,. 
(This is so as V/F- 1 =M((A +pi)[)). Also, VX fl Vj/V’n vi- l is the image of 
( Vi)x under the map q : Vi G Vi/Vi- 1. Hence by Proposition 4.7, V,ft Vi/VXfl 
t-IV,-, c(V,/V,-,), which is (0) if x#x I+fl,. This proves (i). To prove (ii), we 
use Corollary 4.9. Write mkl@fi = C XIEZ(&) uXl, o,, E (Vi)*,. Consider the images 
in K/Vi-,. As ml,Ofi~(V;/Vi-,),, it is clear that &=O Q’#x. Thus 
~A,@fi = uX. Since MA,@J generates Vi/Vi- 1, we have (ii). 
COROLLARY 4.11. For x E Z(6), let 0 I it < i2 . . . I& I n be the indices such 
that XA +Vi =x. Then VX has a filtration in which successive subquotients are 
GjA-isomo/Tphic to M((A + ~5)~) 1 ~j I s. 
We now turn our attention to contravariant forms. Let E be any @A-module. 
By a contravariant form B on E we mean an A-bilinear map on E xE with 
values in A which satisfies: 
B(uwe,e?=B(e,uae? Ve, e’EE, UE@. 
(‘Lcontravariance” property of B). (Recall that cr is the involutive antiauto- 
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morphism of @ such that Gi=yYi Vl sick. We extend it to @A in a natural 
way). 
As an immediate consequence of the definition of “contravariance” 
property, we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.12, For x #X’E z(6), &!?,,&J) = 0. 
PROOF. Choosez E Z(a) such thatX(z) #x’(z) (=x’(z”)). Let eX E&, ezj E Q. 
Then by definition, 2 {pr, . . ..p.) ~p)-r&jz)) and {pi, . . ..pi) E cp-‘(xx@‘)) such 
that 
By applying Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we get polynomials g(0) and g’(B) ER such 
that 
1 =sw n V-Pi) +g’W l-I (e-P;). 
1 sisr 1 SjSS 
Hence 
ex=gW II (Z-Pi).ex+g’(Z)* II (z-&Pe, 
I sisr 1 SjSS 
= ll (z-~~)WWe,h 
I sjss 
Therefore, 
This proves the proposition. 
Associated to a contravariant form B on E, we define 
E’(B)=(eEElB(e,E)~t’.A),rrO. 
By convention, E’(B) = E if r<O. Clearly E’(B) is a @,-submodule of E and 
E=E”(B)sE’(B)z .a.. 
If p E A thenp.B is also a contravariant form on E and it is easy to check that 
for p#O, 
(4.13) E’(p.B) =Er-Ord @‘(I?) Vr>O. 
Here, ord (& = largest integer k such that p E tk-A . 
From Proposition 4.12, it is clear that 
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Note that in general only (E,)‘(B) >EX f@‘(B) may hold. (That is because E 
may not be equal to E”.) 
We now turn to the special cases of M(&), V and vi’s. We associate to each 
M(J,) a canonical contravariant from BA, in the following way: 
Define 
Extend B,+ to the whole of A@) by A-bilinearity. Note that the values of BA, 
on “basic” vectors (u,mA!} are in 63[t] actually. 
It can be checked that Bn, is a contravariant form. (This property is “almost” 
built in). 
The following proposition is easy to prove: 
PROPOSlTION 4.15. 
(i) If n, n’~n such that IIz[[ f I( n’lj then B+,mdl,y,,ml,) =O. (Recall that 
II 71 II= c 1 sisk WYi). 
(ii) If B is any contravariant form an A4(&) then B!p E A such that B =p- B,+. 
Proof of (i) is clear as /3(yzyzf) = 0 if 11 z 11 # II n’ll . For (ii), put 
P = B(y, m$ E A 
and observe that the contravariance property of B forces B=p-BAI. 
Consider the module V= M(&)&F. Now Fhas a canonical (Q=)-contravariant 
form BF with values in C and in fact it is non-degenerate. Thus we get a contra- 
variant form BV on vgiven by: 
We will be interested in filtrations {M(&)‘(B1,)},~O and { Vr(BV)},20 on M(&) 
and r/respectively. For the sake of simplicity of notation, we will denote these 
simply by WWLO and { VT}r20. These are related by: 
(4.16) V’=M(A,)‘@,F. 
(This is clear since BF is non-degenerate and has values in C.) 
Also, from Corollary 4.9 and Proposition 4.12 it is clear that 
(4.17) I/‘= @*, vl;,. 
We now consider the relation of M(&) (respectively V) with the @-Verma 
module M(I) (respectively the @-module M(h)@,F). 
Let @ : M(&)dM(A) be defined by 
@( c %Yrm,)= c V(Qrr)YPA nen nen 
(mi is a generator of M(L)) @ is then a @-module homomorphism onto M(A). In 
fact @@urn) = ale u- Q(m) va E A, u E @, m E M(A,). Define M(k)’ = @(M(&)T. 
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Then UWLO is a filtration of @-submodules of M(A). Consider now the 
map @old: M(&)@$+M(1)@c:F. By (4.16), 
cw3w( v’) = w@M)(M(A,)‘@F) =M(A)‘@F. 
Also from the way Vx is defined (x E Z(6)), it is clear that (@@Id)(I/,) = 
= (M(A)@F),. Combining, we get 
(4.18) (@@ld)( v;> = (M@)‘&F),. 
To end this section, we compare our situation with one considered by Jantzen 
([3-g 51). He uses C[t]-coefficients to define a module &?(n,). It can be easily 
seen that fi((il,)c*M(&). In fact, {yiimA, 1 n E n} is a C[t]-basis for cl;i<&) (and, as 
we know, a C[[t]]-basis for M(il,)). As observed earlier, BkrQnm+yn,mi.,) E C[t] 
which is a p.i.d. and so S’two C[t]-bases {fij> and {fii;.} of @(A,) which will be 
C[[t]]-bases of M(&) as well and such that 
~~l(~i,riij)=~i,j.t”l.qi with niZ0, v(qi)+O. 
So (@[n;~r} U {trP”jfijI nj<r} is a C[t]-basis for fi(;l,y and a C[[t]J-basis for 
M(&)‘. Thus 
ti(a,>r = n;icn,) n kf(A,) and @(ti(&)“) = @(M(&)“) = M(A)‘. 
Thus our filtration (M(/l)r},20 coincides with the one obtained by Jan&en using 
“C[t]-coefficients”. 
0 5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Recall the hypothesis of the theorem: Lo, p. are given to be dominant integral 
elements of $j*; F is the finite dimensional irreducible @-module with highest 
weight ~0. For XE W, let A,=x(& + Q) -Q and ,ux =x(po). We will use the 
notation of Q 4 with Ax in place of A. 
Let x=xA,+~~. We first observe that K~,+~~=x iff pi =px and the multiplicity 
of the weight px is one (i.e. 2 precisely one i, say io, such that x = x~,+~~). By 
Corollary 4.11, we get 
Let @’ be the canonical map: M(A, +I~,)~)+M(& +px) (defined in the same 
way as @). It is now easy to check that @’ 0 q, is in fact zero on ker (@@Id) 
and so we get a ! map rl/, : (M(&)@F),+M(& + px) making the following 
diagram commutative: 
(5.1) 
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In fact, vX can be seen to be an isomorphism. The contravariant form B, on VX 
gives a contravariant form BV 0 (vi1 x & ‘) on iW(Iz, +pX)J and so by (ii) of 
Proposition 4.15, 5’ ! p E A such that 
(5.2) Bv O (rt, l x rt,‘) =P*B&+&. 
Hence by (4.13), qX takes Vi isomorphically onto M((il, + ,Q)r-ord P VrzO. 
By (4.18) 
(@ x Id)( Vi) = (M(A)‘@),F),. 
Also, @‘(M@, + /Q;-Ord p, = M(& + /JJ - r Ord P by definition. Combining, we get: 
v/x maps (M(&)‘@F), isomorphically onto M(J., + pJord P Vr>O. It is now left 
to show that ord p = 0 i.e. q@) # 0. 
If ord (p)>O then it can be easily seen that 
Since ly, is an isomorphism, one has 
ie. 
Smce A @$ + F0 is exact and M(hX)/M(;lJ1 -L(&) we get @$+,,,(L(&)) =O. 
However, it is known (e.g. [3-g 2.41) that ~~+p,(L(~3)‘L(~~+~~). This 
contradiction proves that ord (p) =0 and this completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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